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I. INTRODUCTION
This report is submitted in accordance with the terms of Contract
NAS9-11903, Contract Schedule, Article XIII, and covered the period from
15 June 1970 through 30 June 1971. During this program, which was pri-
marily one of computerized data analysis, the data obtained in earth
orbit by the Radiation and Meteoroid Satellite (RMS) was interpreted
and reduced to a form which will be usable by future space experimenters.
The RMS was launched by NASA on 9 November 1970 from Wallops Island,
Virginia in conjunction with the Orbiting Frog Otolith satellite. The
RMS contained two experiments: (1) a nuclear radiation experiment com-
posed of a radiation spectrometer, a real-time pulse-height spectrum-
to-dose converter and three NASA ionization chambers, and (2) a meteoroid
experiment capable of measuring both flux and particle velocity. The
spacecraft re-entered the Earth's atmosphere on 7 February 1971. The
RMS mission is discussed in detail in Ref. 1.
The required tasks of this contract are detailed in Paragraph II
of the Statement of Work. They were accomplished during this program
in the manner summarized as follows: Computer programs were written
which lifted the raw data and associated ephemeris data from the GFE mag-
netic tapes. The engineering data was then used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the spacecraft and the experiments. The radiation data was
used to prepare flux, spectral, and dose maps of the South Atlantic
magnetic anomaly where possible. The meteoroid data was used to deter-
mine a rough estimate of the meteoroid flux and in general evaluate the
performance of the thin-film meteoroid sensors.
The degree of success of the RMS mission was evaluated in light of
the separation anomaly which occurred between RMS and OFO during launch.
II. SUMMARY
The initial phases of this program were dominated by the problems
associated with the conversion of the raw satellite data into a form
compatible with FORTRAN programming. The original RMS data tapes were
in the same format as stored in the satellite memory as detailed in
Ref. 2. The data were removed from the stacked words, often bit by bit,
and arranged in an indexed format. In attempting to obtain an actual
time correlation of data events for the radiation data analysis a serious
problem was found with the frame header times which were established at
the time of data transmission time from the satellite to the ground
station. Errors ,which were found to be from several sources, both
human and electronic, were removed only after a complex and time con-
suming reference to the station pass summaries which were supplied by
Goddard Space Flight Center.
A series of programs was written in which the data were manipu-
lated on the magnetic tapes until a complete record of the RMS mission
was contained on only two tapes, one with the meteoroid data and the
other with the radiation data. In addition the radiation tape contained
the position converted to B and L coordinates for each radiation dose and
spectral data point. These final tapes were used to make the memory
data correlations for the meteoroid analysis and radiation dose and
spectral maps.
In the analysis of the radiation data many intercorrelations were
made between the systems on board the satellite and,in addition, corre-
lations were made with the NASA models of the radiation belts (Ref. 3).
This resulted in sufficient information to sort the good data from that
which was bad or questionable. The final data, which was presented
as dose and spectral maps of the radiation in the South Atlantic mag-
netic anomaly, is believed to be accurate.
This work was by no means an exhaustive study of the radiation
data from the satellite. The information was simply tabulated and
presented in a form for direct comparison to the models of the radiation
belts, but no interpretation with respect to temporal variations, for
example, were provided within the scope of the program. The tapes are
available so that the presentation of the data in any form and any.
level of detail on any portion of the mission will be simple and efficient.
The analysis of the meteoroid data was conducted in great detail,
not because of the value of the velocity and flux data, but primarily to
establish the areas of usefulness of the thin-film sensors themselves.
Rather striking correlations resulted between the orbital mechanics of
the vehicle and'the number of events which occurred in the sensors. The
most important of these being that vrhen the spinning of the satellite
ceased, virtually all spurious events also ceased. The final implication
being that the sensors must be used in coincidence when rapid sunlight
variations occur; however, they may serve as valuable flux monitors if
temperature and other stressing effects are eliminated.
A Poisson analysis was made of the meteoroid flux data. This
analysis served to point out the precaution which must be taken if
reliable data is to be obtained with the sensors.
A brief analysis was made to evaluate the success of the mission in
light of the anomaly which occurred during the injection of the RMS/OFO
package into orbit. The meteoroid experiment seemed to be unaffected by the
problem (except possibly the high loss of front plane sensors); however,
malfunctions occurred in the radiation experiment which were attributed .
to an impact between the vehicles. Even with the malfunctions,some
aspects of each of the mission objectives were accomplished, yet in each
case the total amount of information anticipated was not obtained. These
may be outlined briefly as follows: ..
(a) Real-time pulse-height spectrum to dose conversion was
accomplished; however, no actual comparisons were available due
to the malfunction of the unshielded ionization chamber and
the error in the high energy proton data.
(b) Spectral and dose maps were obtained for electrons and
protons, however, the high energy portion of the proton
spectrum was lost.
It is difficult to assign a "figure of merit" to the success of
the overall mission without assigning a weighting factor to each item.
The concept spectrum-to-dose conversion was shown to operate in a real-
time., mode in the space environment, yet an accurate analysis of the
accuracy of the concept was not possible. Also valuable data from the
spectrometer and ionization chamber were lost, yet the data obtained
is of significant value relative to the effects of the "Starfish" high
altitude nuclear test. The actual figure of merit relating to the
mission success must be based on the criterion established for such an
evaluation.
III. TRANSLATION OF RMS DATA AND EPHEMERIS TAPES
3.1 RMS Master Digital Data Tape (MDDT) Translation
Two computer programs were written to translate the seven-track
RMS MDDT tapes into a single nine-track tape compatible with the data
analysis procedures developed for the IBM 360 computer. These programs,
designated RRA-118 and RRA-119, produced the G-l and G-2 output tapes,
respectively. The RRA-118 program performed the following functions:
(a) read frame headers and data-records from the seven-track
MDDT tapes;
*
(b) selected the good quality real-time data frames and the
pertinent minor frames of each RMS memory dump;
(c) converted the header information and binary data from
each frame into appropriate single-word output data; and
(d) wrote the converted data on a nine-track output tape
(G-l).
The RRA-119 program performed the following functions:
(a) read the nine-track output tape;
(b) printed a descriptive listing of the total record of
header and frame data for each frame stored on the G-l
tape; and
(c) wrote the G-2 output tape.
Generalized flow diagrams for these programs are given in Figs. 3-1 and
3-2.
Some difficulties were encountered ..in translating the RMS stacked
data tapes into the G-l tape file which were due to the imperfect nature
of the raw data stacked on the seven-track tapes and the presence of non-
systematic errors in the header information supplied for each of the data
frames.
' >
These included errors noted in the header information for some of
the data frames which were associated with the assignment of orbit numbers
and the computation of the GMT which establishes the spacecraft transmission
time. In several cases, the orbit number for an entire run of data did.
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Fig. 3-1. SCHEMATIC FLOW OF RRA-118 TAPE TRANSLATION PROGRAM WHICH
PRINTED DESCRIPTIVE;LISTING OF THE RMS FRAME HEADER AND
DATA INFORMATION AND WROTE THE G-2 TAPE
Translate Goddard Header from XDS BCD
to IBM EBCDIC and Store in Output Work Area
Convert the S/C Header (Iran. Time and Frame I. D.)
from XDS Binary to IBM Binary and Store in Output Work Area
Convert Double Valued Ion Chamber/Detector Head Count Rate Data
from XDS Binary to Single Valued IBM Data Word and Store in Output Work Area
Convert Double Valued RMS Operating System Data Words
(Voltages, Temperatures) from XDS Binary
to IBM Binary and Store in Output Work Area
Convert Meteroid Box Leakage Currents (Single Valued)
from XDS Binary to IBM Binary and Store in Output Work Area
Convert Spacecraft Time and Frame I. D. from XDS Binary
to IBM Binary and Store in Output Work Area
Convert Redundant,S/C time and Frame I..D.
from XDS Binary to IBM Binary and Store in Output Work Area
Convert Command Register Status Word (13 Bits)
into 13 Full length Status Words and Store in Output Work Area
Fig. 3-1. (CONTINUED)
Translate Goddard Header from KDS BCD
to IBM EBCDIC and Store in Output Work Area
Convert the S/C Header
(Tran. Time and Frame I. D.)
from XDS Binary to IBM Binary
and Store in Output Work Area
Convert the S/C Header
(Tran. Time and Frajie I. D.)
from XDS Binary to IBM Binary
and Store in Output Work Area
Convert Radiation Spectrometer-Pulse
Height Spectral Data from Single
Valued XDS Binary to IBM Binary
and Store in Output Work Area
Convert Dose Readings (Spectrum Head/Ion
Chamber) from Double Valued XDS Binary
to Single Valued IBM Binary
and Store in Output Work Area
Fig. 3-1. (CONTINUED)
Write 9-track Output Tape: Converted
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Fig. 3-2. SCHEMATIC FLOW OF RRA-119 TAPE TRANSLATION PROGRAM WHICH
SELECTED GOOD QUALITY DATA FROM THE RMS MDDT, TRANSLATED
THE DATA INTO SINGLE WORD OUTPUT FORMAT, AND WROTE THE
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transmission time in the data frame. In addition, the raw data collec-
tion for the MDDT tapes included numerous runs of bad quality data. These
bad frames occurred at the beginning of each data transmission from the
satellite before lock on the signal had been established at the station.
In other cases, the data from a given station-pass was accidentally re-
peated two or more times on the MDDT.
The most time-consuming of the problems encountered in this program
was associated with the correlation of the spacecraft clock with the GMT.
The correlations made by Goddard Space Flight Center were in error in
nearly all cases; There were three major sources of error found:
(a) correlation with time of transmission from the receiving
station to GSFC instead of time of transmission to station
from satellite;
(b) locking of minute and .1 second integers in GMT clock;
(c) miscorrelation of time with data frames (probably
occurring in digital transmission from station to GSFC-)
Many attempts to remove the systematic errors by the computer proved
unsuccessful and in order to obtain correlation it was found necessary to
use the time when the command was sent to the satellite from the station
which were obtained from the pass summaries. This data was entered into
the computer on cards and the final correlation to the exact frame was
made by the computer by adding the time per frame times the frame number
to the command time, plus 4.75 seconds which is the delay from the time
the command button was pressed by the station operator until the satellite
began transmitting the zeroth frame.
To apply the corrections and demonstrate the accuracy of the final
correlations, a least-square-fit was made of the command time GMTs to the
spacecraft clock. The resulting curve is given in Fig. 3-3. This curve
shows that the spacecraft clock oscillator was running at one average
rate during the first part of the satellite's lifetime and a slower rate
during the latter part. Change in rate correlates with the change in the
satellite's motion from a spin to an end-over-end tumble. At this time,
!- .
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that unit was facing away from the sun. The correlation of the GMTs
obtained from the command times is seen to follow the curve with only
slight deviations.. In contrast, the GSFC-provided GMTs, shown as "+"
on the curve, are seen to scatter wildly. The numbers with the arrows
indicate the large deviation in some times. The systematically low values
of most of the points result from the shifting of data frames with res-
pect to the time.
After the analysis, it is believed that the resulting error in time,
within a one sigma limit, is of. the order of ± 3 seconds, which corres-
ponds to a position uncertainty of approximately 15 nautical miles.
This is well within the accuracy required for the correlation of the
data to the B and L coordinates. Because of these errors, considerable
time was required in reviewing the printouts of the headers from the
MDDT files and comparing them with the station-pass summaries. This
review did, however, make it possible to establish a complete history
of the RMS mission.
3.2 Ephemeris Tape Translation
The RMS ephemeris tape which was supplied by Goddard Space Flight
Center was in the ORB-3A format. The information contained on the
tapes included the spacecraft's position in two coordinate systems as
a function of GMT and other data such as the time of terminator
crossing. The most important information on the tapes, relative to
this program, was the position .in the B and L geomagnetic coordinate
system. This information was given as a function of GMT at one minute
intervals during the RMS mission lifetime.
The data was first translated from the seven-track to nine-track
tapes which were compatible with the IBM 360 computer series. A pro-
gram was then written (shown schematically in Figure 3-4) which extracted
the B and L values from .the tape and produced a tape in which the data













































Fig. 3-4. Schematic Flow Chart of Program to Extract B and L
Coordinates from the Ephemeris Tape
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IV. ANALYSIS OF RADIATION DATA
4.1 Introduction
The radiation experiment aboard RMS consisted of three basic
sys terns:
(a) a proton-electron spectrometer, . ,
(b) a pulse-height spectrum-to-dose conversion system, and
(c) a triad of standard Manned Spacecraft Center ionization
chambers.
The primary objective of this experiment was to demonstrate the
feasibility and accuracy of the spectrum-to-dose conversion concept
(as discussed in Ref. 4) and instrumentation in a real-time mode and
in the actual space radiation environment. This objective was met in
general, as discussed in Ref. 1; however, in the fullest sense, valuable
data was lost due to instrument malfunctions which prevented a detailed
analysis of the accuracy of the system for both electrons and protons.
The loss of this data in no way reflects on the pulse-height spectrum-
!
to-dose conversion system on board the satellite, since this system
did actually convert to dose, in real-time, the information it received
from the spectrometer.
The secondary objective of the radiation experiment was to provide
data to develop dose and spectral maps in the South Atlantic magnetic
anomaly.
 :
In line with the original objectives of the radiation experiment
the current data analysis program consisted of two basic tasks:
(a) the evaluation of the success of the RMS mission in light
-of the OFO/RMS separation problems at insertion into orbit
and
(b) the computation of electron and proton doses and the pre-
paration of orbital and spectral dose maps.
4. 2 Mission Anomalies
Before any of the radiation data obtained by the satellite could
19
be accepted as being accurate, it was necessary to review the overall
mission in light of the launch anomaly and the instrument malfunctions.
Cross comparisons of the information from the various instruments and
comparisons of these data to the models of the radiation bells have
led to confidence in the spectral and dose maps presented in paragraph
4.3. .
4.2.1 Launch Separation Anomaly
From data obtained from the OFO beacon signal modulations it was
determined that the spin rates of the vehicle were not as predicted
for the launch sequence. Also ,the OFO accelerometers indicated a
rather large impact at the time of separation. The detailed sequence
of events as well as could be established, is discussed in Refs. 1
and 5. In brief the Scout fourth-stage sequence timer apparently ran
at twice its normal speed. Because of the timing error it is believed
that the two satellites impacted at separation and in some way damaged
the radiation experiment. Preflight tests indicated that the instruments
were working properly just prior to launch; however, the first orbital
data contained dose readings from the spectrometer which were higher
than those obtained by the ionization chambers. These and other data
anomalies are discussed in the following paragraphs.
4.2.2 Data Anomalies
To accomplish the objectives of the radiation experiment, onboard
comparisons between the doses measured by the NASA ionization chambers
and those computed from the spectrometer measurements were to be made
in real time, the supposition being that if the readings from both
instruments matched, then one could have confidence in the pulse-height
spectrum to-dose-conversion system,which potentially has a far wider
range of applications than the ionization chamber system.
Unfortunately a malfunction occured in the spectrometer which
first became apparent when the proton doses from the spectrum-to-dose
conversion system were found to be much higher than those measured by
20
the ionization chambers. The comparisons were available immediately
after a data dump from the GSFC "quick look"., printouts.
4.2.2.1 Spectrometer Anomalies
In an attempt to understand the problem, spectra were taken with
each of these spectrometer heads independently and it was found that
head 2 recorded no proton spectra, indicating that the signal from the
main detector stack was not reaching the total energy summing amplifier.
The spectra obtained from heads 1 and 3 were found to be distorted,
having an excess of counts at high energies. To allow early comparisons
*
to the Vette models two runs were made by Mr. Tim White at NASA/MSC in
which spectra were obtained from the models for two actual RMS orbits.
The Vette spectra for both electrons and protons were computed with the
GSFC updated RMS orbital locations. -Latitude,.longitude, and height .
above the surface of the earth were supplied to MSC at one-minute inter-
vals covering the data collection time of the radiation experiment for
that, particular orbit. The results of a comparison for orbit 52 for
spectrometer head 1 are shown in Figs. 4-1 and 4-2. The electron spectra
match quite nicely, which gives a high degree of confidence in, the
spectrometer. The overall view of the comparisons of the proton spectra
is not as good. This is partly due to the fact that the Vette spectrum
is composed of three separate models: the API, between 30 and 50 MeV;
AP6, below 30 MeV; and AP7, above 50 MeV. The discontinuities of the
composite spectrum at the boundary of each model make comparisons diffi-
cult. It is obvious, however, that the RMS data is too high above 50
MeV. The spectra obtained with spectrometer head 3 (Figs. 4-3 and 4-4)
show the same basic characteristics as those of head 1. A closer exami-
nation of the head 3 spectra revealed additional differences between the
data and the Vette model. There was an excess in high energy electron
counts and in the high energy portion of the Proton I proton spectrum
(that part below 42 MeV). When data were available from the B and L
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Examples of the data for heads 1 and 3 at the same B and L
locations are given in Figures 4-5 and 4-6 for electrons and 4-7
and 4-8 for protons. In the last four figures the data are compared
to the Vette models and normalized over the region of the RMS data.
These curves show conclusively the more subtle distortions in !
the electron and low energy proton spectra (Proton I) of head 3.
An explanation of the malfunctions can be most easily understood
by referring to the drawing of the spectrometer telescope in Fig. 4-9
and the calibration curves in Fig. 4-10, both of which were taken from
Ref. 1. The problem of excessive counts in the Proton II portion of
the spectra, which is common to both head 1 and head 3 is believed to
be due to an instrument grounding problem. The most plausible expla- •
nation for the excessive counting is that the instrument was sensitive
to particles which penetrated the walls of the telescope and lost
energy in both the total energy stack and the back penetration detector.
It appears that the level detector circuit from the penetration de-
tector activated the coincidence circuit between the first two detectors
and produced a false logic signal which deposited the count in the
Proton II channels. Such malfunctions had been observed in the labora-
tory when grounding leads were disconnected.
The more subtle spectral distortions in head 3 are believed result
from protons which penetrated the walls of the telescope and deposited
energy in both the second detector of the telescope and the stack but
not the back detector.. The signal resulting from the stack apparently
activated the detector 1 and 2 coincidence circuit and caused the accu-
mulation of false counts.
Attempts were made to model the failures and restore the data,
however, the uncertainties involved in the penetrations of the particles
through the telescope walls and satellite structure increased the errors
in the spectra to an unacceptable level, rendering them useless. The
work did show, however, that the number of particles,which would be ex-

























FIG. 4-6. RMS ELECTRON SPFCTRA
(HEAD 3 ENABLED)






























































































FIG. 4-7. RMS .PROTON SPECTRA
(HEAD 1 ENABLED)
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4.2.2.2 lonization Chamber Anomalies
It was thought until the last phases of this program that the
ionization chamber readings were reliable. It was not until the
correlations were made in the B and L coordinate system that it was
possible to make accurate comparisons between the dose readings and
those doses computed from the Vette models with the ionization chamber
response functions. To make these comparisons the overlap integrals
of the response functions (Figs. 4-11 through 4-14) and the Vette
distributions were computed. These-are presented in Table 4-1 with
the average of'the RMS ionization chamber readings for the corres-
ponding grid locations. The values for the thin and thick shields
are not unreasonably divergent. In general the computed doses are
of the order of 80% higher than the measured values. The situation
for the unshielded chamber is quite different. The calculations are
from 5 to 10 times higher than the readings. This prompted a careful
examination of the ionization chamber calibration and final checkout
data of the satellite.
The gamma-ray calibrations were studied and it was found that
the latest available data taken during the final acceptance test
(Ref. 6) of the satellite was consistent with the original calibrations
of dose rate as a function of voltage output (Ref. 1). This indicated
that over this period the three chambers gave reliable readings.
The only explanation is that the sensitivity of the bare chamber
changed during or after launch. Several attempts were made to "deter-
mine the nature of the change and, thus, obtain a new calibration
relative to the other chambers. This was unsuccessful, since the
ratio of the readings to the computations was neither constant with
reading nor with spectrum shape. This implied that the sensitivity
change occurred in the nonlinear portion of the logarithmic amplifiers.
Further investigations did show that the ratio of the readings
of the unshielded chamber to those of the shielded chambers did remain
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TABLE 4-1.
COMPARISONS OF RMS IONIZATION CHAMBER DOSE
READINGS TO THOSE COMPUTED FROM VETTE MODELS
USING IONIZATION CHAMBER, RESPONSE FUNCTIONS
















































































































































































COMPARISONS OF RMS IONIZATIQN CHAMBER OOSF
READINGS TO THOSE COMPUTED FROM VETTE MODELS
USING IONIZATION CHAMBER RESPONSE FUNCTIONS


















































































































































COMPARISONS OF RMS IONIZATION CHAMBER DOSE
READINGS TO THOSE COMPUTED FROM VETTE MODELS
USING lONIZATION CHAMBER RESPONSE FUNCTIONS
** L = 1.40 **
B DATA




























































































COMPARISONS OF RMS IONIZATIQN CHAMBER DOSE
K F A O I N O S TO THOSE COMPUTED FROM V F T T E MODELS
U'SIUG iMNUATION CHAMBER RESPONSE FUNCTIONS









































































































































































COMPARISONS OF RMS IONIZATION CHAMBER DOSE
READINGS TO THOSE COMPUTED FROM VETTE MODELS
USING IONIZATION CHAMBER RESPONSE FUNCTIONS



















































































































that the change in sensitivity did remain constant for the life of
the experiment. A detailed examination of the NASA/MSC data logs,
if these are still available, should provide the necessary
information to salvage the data; however, at this point the readings of
the bare chamber must be considered to be in error. This in no way
reflects on the validity of the data from the shielded chambers. The
ratio in the readings of these chambers .to the computations is simply
the adjustment required in the flux values of the Vette models if the
spectra are assumed to be even reasonably accurate.
4.2.3 Spectrometer Efficiency:and Satellite Dynamics
A brief analysis was made to determine the effect of the "pancake"
trajectories of particles incident on the spectrometer telescope. Since
the radiations encountered by the satellite were very low in the radia-
tion trapping zone, the particles were very near their mirror points
and the pitch angles of the particles (both electrons and protons)
were nearly 90° with respect to the magnetic field lines. Because of
the small acceptance angle of the telescope, the number of particles
counted could be from zero to several times that obtained in an omni-
directional flux,depending on the orientation of the telescope with
respect to the field line. This was further complicated by the complex
motion of the satellite which consisted of a spin with precession in
the most general case. Using the measured angular response functions
of the satellite which are given in Fig. 4-15, computations of the
effective efficiency of the spectrometer were made for various precession
angles as a function of the orientation of the total angular momentum
vector of the satellite with respect to the magnetic field. These
curves are presented in Fig. 4-16. The calculations were made for
both head 1 at 35° with respect to the spin axis of the satellite and
head 3 at 66°. These curves have several interesting features. The
efficiency for either head is seen to vary greatly, especially at low
precession angles. However, .in most cases for precession angles 30°
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FIGURE 4-15. TYPICAL ANGULAR EFFICIENCIES OF THE ELECTRON-PROTON SPECTROMETER
FIGURE'(-16, COMPARISON OF EFFICIENCIES OF ELECTRON-PROTON TELESCOPE FOR OMNIDIRECTIONAL
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nearly equal to the omnidirectional efficiency. The implication is
that if the two heads had functioned properly, the error in the abso-
lute value of the flux measurements would have been increased 'only
slightly. ' ' : - :> -..,-. . . .;,
Considerable time was spent in an attempt to determine the
dynamics of the satellite in order to assign an accurate efficiency
to the spectral measurements. .Automatic gain control (AGC). recordings
from the station receivers were made of the RMS beacon and telemeter-
ing transmitters. In addition plots of the satellite solar panel
current were made as a function of time and rather unsuccessful attempts
were made to correlate these data. The solar panel data indicated
the changing .angle of the cylindrical solar panel array with respect
to the sun. Thus, it was possible to measure the precession period
and the period of tumble after spin stopped. (These periods should
be constant and equal, theoretically). Such measurements made through-
out the lifetime of the satellite showed this to be essentially true.
Precession periods of the order of 36 seconds were observed. This was
not corroborated by the AGC data, however. The relatively simple
pattern which was received after spin stopped indicated a tumble
period of 6:7 seconds. The complex patterns before spin stopped
could not be reliably correlated at.all. Since spin stopped relatively
fast (about orbit 169), the evidence strongly suggests that the pre-
cession angle was large, certainly greater than 30°, during the time
the radiation data were taken. Thus, an uncertainty can be'placed on
the data from an examination of Fig. 4-16- An error of the order of
: ' • I
±20% for one standard deviation appears reasonable. This dictates the
highest precision which could be obtained in making spectrum-to-dose ...
comparisons. Such comparisons are made and discussed in Section 4.3.3.
4.3 Presentation of Data
As described in the preceding paragraphs, two forms of useful
data were obtained.by the RMS radiation experiment: .
46
(a) Spectral maps obtained by the spectrometer telescope and
(b) Dose maps obtained by the NASA ionization chambers.
Both of these types of data were obtained in the South Atlantic
magnetic anomaly and are presented in the B and L coordinate system.
4.3.1 Spectral Maps
I
The spectral maps were obtained from the G-II tape on which had
been written the correlated B and L coordinates. The coordinates
were taken as the point at the center of the 8 second data period.
The resulting tabulations and plots were taken from the entire RMS
mission for spectrometer head 1. The B and L grid used is identical
to that used in the Vette model. Data were placed in a particular
grid location according to the simple criteria of one half the dis-
tance between B or L values. The resulting data for electrons and
protons are presented in tabular form in Tables 4-2 and 4-3 respec-
tively. Plots are presented in Figs. 4-17 and 4-18. The channel
boundaries of the spectrometer and mean efficiences over the boundaries
are taken from Ref. (1) and presented in Table 4-4. The regions of
poor statistics are indicated in both the tables and the figures.
The data are normalized as indicated in the table and figure captions.
This is the form for presentation of the data which is most useful,
since it offers the best comparison to the Vette models.
4.3.2 Dose Maps .
The dose maps were obtained from the outputs of the three NASA
ionization chambers. The chambers are described in detail in Ref. (1)
and are shielded in a manner to provide proton thresholds of approxi-
mately 11 MeV for the chamber with no shield, 40 MeV for the thin
shield and 80 MeV for the thick shield. As discussed in Section 4.2.2.2,
Ionization Chamber Anomalies, the data from the unshielded ionization
chamber did not agree with the computations from the spectrometer data
or the Vette models. The no shield data is included here only for
reference. The calibration curves for the chambers were presented
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TABLE 4-3. TABULATION OF RMS PROTON SPECTRA.
(HEAD-1 ENABLED)
** L = 1.10 **
B ENERGY GROUP (MEV)
(GAUSS) 11.0-12.7 12.7-15.5 15.5-19. r. 19.0-27.0 27.0-35.0 35.0-42.0
*n.200 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0
*0.2C5 O.C C.O 0.0 4.167E-02 8.333E-02 0.0
*0.210 1.681E-01 5.102E-02 5.102E-02 2.232E-02 1.339E-02 1.531E-02
*0.215 5.602E-02 1.701E-02 2.177E-01 5.952E-03 5.952E-03 0.0
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TABLE 4-3. RMS PROTON SPECTRA TABULATIONS (CONT.)
(HFAD 1 ENABLED)
•• • ••• . ** L = 1.40 **
B
























0.210 1.124E-01 6.5C8F-02 4.042E-02 3.167F-02 1.954E-02 1.079E-02
0.215 1.159E-01 6.253E-02 3.944E-02 2.904E-02 2.210E-02 1.154E-02
0.220 8.489F-02 6.787E-02 4.210E-0? 3.163E-02 2.096E-02 1.394E-02
0.225 9.727E-02 5.343E-02 3.975E-02 3.248E-02 2.100E-O2 1.687E-02
*0.230 1.730E-r»l 2.101E-02 5.042E-02 3.676E-02 1.471E-02 8.403E-03
*0.232 1.681E-01 5.102E-02 4.082E-02 1.786E-02 1.786E-02 2.041E-02
** L = 1.50 **
8
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TABLE 4-4. Channel Energy Boundaries, Efficiences and
































































































































































































































































































FIG. 4-17, RMS ELECTRON SPECTRA COMPARED TO VETTE
AE2 PROJECTED 1968 SPECTRA. BOTH SPECTRA
ARE NORMALIZED TO ONE ABOVE 0.5 MEV
(HEAD 1 ENABLED)
** L = 1.20 **





































FIG. 4-17. ' R * S F L F . C T h O M S P F C T R A .(CONJT. )
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FIG. 4-17. K«S E l .F :CTRfJN ' ' 'SPECTRA. (CONT. j
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FIG. 4-18. RMS PROTON SPECTRA COMPARED TO VETTE
MODEL AP6. BOTH SPECTRA ARE NORMALIZED
.' '..TO ^ ONE-_qVE"R ;THE-REG"iON.:OF THE. RMS DATA
~ (11 TO 42 MEV) ,
(HEAD I ENABLED)
**. L = I. 10 **
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FIG. 4-18. RMS PROTON SPECTRA (CONT.)
(HEAD I ENABLED)
** L - 1.20 *.*
** B = .202 **
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FIG. 4-18. RMS PROTON,SPECTRA (CONT.)
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FIG. 4-18. RMS PRQTQN SPPCTR /V ( CONT. )
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The dose maps, as presented in Table 4-5 were taken from the
G-II tape with the B and L coordinates correlated. The table in-
cludes those entries taken only in November 1970. The B and L grid
is that of the Vette AE2 projected 68 electron maps. The Vette
electron flux values are presented for reference only. The data is
the average of all readings taken within the grid spaces and the
number of entries included in each location is shown in the last
column. The standard deviation is that computed in the normal way
and results primarily from the time.variations in the data. These
time variations, were taken from separate printouts of each pass
through the anomaly. A detailed analysis of the data in this
manner was beyond the scope of this program; however, a brief review
of the data indicated a standard deviation of about 20% would be
expected. This is consistent with the dose tables. Entries shown
as 0.0 refer to readings below 0.01 REM/HR, the lower limits of
calibration of the ionization chambers.
4.3.3 Dose Comparisons
In order to establish the most accurate comparisons between the
doses as computed from the spectrometer readings to those measured
with the ionization chambers, the readings from a single pass through
the anomaly were compared directly, as though in real-time. The data
from the pass through the South Atlantic magnetic anomaly for RMS
orbit 52 (dumped during orbit 53) were used. These are presented in
Table 4-6. The run number refers to the data acquisition periods for
a particular radiation sequence. These could be programmed by ground
command to be one of the four sequences shown in Fig. 4-19. The one
used for the data sequence presented here was the 25% duty cycle with
an 8 second spectrum data period. For these comparisons the B and L
coordinates were correlated at the center of each of the 8-second runs
and the dose readings are averaged for a comparison, whereas for the
dose maps, each of the ionization chamber dose readings at each end of
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The correlated B and L coordinates are shown so that comparisons can
be made directly.to.other data. Four types of. information are given
for the three chambers, where possible.< First the ionization chamber
readings given are the average of the readings taken before and after
-each spectral measurement. Second the dose is shown as computed on
RMS .from the spectrum-to-dose conversion.. Next the dose is computed
for the RMS data, where possible, and filled.,in with the Vette models
in the regions where the RMS data is known ,to be bad (protons > 42 MeV).
Finally the last entry is the dose computed from the overlap integral
of the ionization chamber response functions and the Vette model. The
comparisons show several features which should be discussed briefly.
In all cases the non-shielded ionization chamber readings are
significantly lower than the computations from the RMS spectra or
the Vette model. This problem was discussed in Section 4.3.3 and
is believed to result from a loss of sensitivity of the bare ioni-
zation chamber. The second feature of importance is that the real-
time dose computations corresponding to the shielded chambers are
significantly higher than the chamber readings. These should be
compared, also, to the doses as computed with the Vette models.
The latter comparison shows the effect of the high energy spectral
distortion of the spectrometer data as discussed in Section 4.2.2.1.
."• The real-time dose computations which are believed, to be .
accurate are those corresponding to the electron dose in the bare .
chamber. These data ,are verified by computations directly from
the spectrum. Unfortunately the ionization chamber data is in error and,
thus, not available for direct comparison.
:•., : With the exception of the electron pulse-height spectrum-to-dose
values, which were corrected by a factor of four error found in the _
original calibration, these data were as computed in real time and
indicate that the system did accurately convert the information which
it received from the spectrometer.
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4.4 Conclusions
In spite of the fact that several disappointing malfunctions
occurred, the radiation experiment did demonstrate the relative
degree of simplicity by which the spectrum-to-dose conversion , : .
system could be applied and it did provide valuable data for the
low-energy proton spectra and, with respect to the electrons, it
has provided valuable information on the decay of the electron
belts produced by the Starfish high-altitude nuclear test.
The application of pulse-height spectrum-rto-dose conversion
was demonstrated with a relatively simple system which employed
both analog and digital techniques, and it was shown that such a
system could be made to function in a remote location. Such a
system is not required for current space programs such as Apollo
and Skylab, since almost continuous contact is maintained between
the vehicle monitoring systems and large ground-based computing
facilities. The system could, however, be employed, with a large
savings in computational requirements, in permanent lunar base
operations and in the future, long-duration space voyages through-
out the solar system.
The data actually obtained by the radiation instruments are
a valuable addition to the models of the radiation environments in
the South Atlantic anomaly zone! The RMS proton spectra between
11 and 42 MeV are in almost perfect agreement with the power law
of the AP7 model, as seen in Fig. 4-18. Subtle differences may be:
rioted, especially at low energies, which indicate that the power :
laws are not an adequate representation. However, the vast increase
in the entries necessary to incorporate these divergencies into the
model is not warranted in most applications. Where theories are
being studied, these differences can be of great importance and the
data should prove useful.
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Also, in the case of the electron data, new information was
obtained with respect to the remanent electrons injected into the
geomagnetic field by the Starfish high-altitude nuclear detonation
in 1962. The RMS data clearly shows that the spectra above 2 MeV
are still dominated by the effects of the test.
We see that, although much desired information was lost, the
RMS radiation experiment did provide a significant amount of valuable
information.
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V. ANALYSIS OF METEOROID DATA
X
5.1 Introduction ,
The objectives of the meteoroid experiment on RMS were two-fold,
the primary one being of an engineering nature, to evaluate the
thin-film type meteoroid sensor for future large areas, long duration
meteoroid experiments. The secondary objective was of a basic nature,
in which an attempt was to be made to measure meteoroid flux and ..
velocity, realizing that the total time-area product of the experiment
would be low. The analysis conducted in this program then logically
fell into two parts:
(a) meteoroid flux determination
(b) evaluation of sensor reliabilities
5.2 Meteoroid Flux Determination
The interpretation of the meteoroid flux data was accomplished in
a series of steps, each of which involved a sequence of identical cal-
culations on each real-time data frame or series of data frames term-
inating with a satellite memory :dump. In each step the results of the
calculations were stored on a data tape with the original meteoroid
data contained on the G-2 tape. ,
5. 2,1 Determination of Experiment Package Conditions
In order to determine the accumulated time-area product, it was
necessary to know the time when each meteoroid box and the memory were
turned on and off. The "status" of each of these packages is given in
each real-time frame; however, it was necessary to know some information
about the previous or subsequent real-time run to determine the "condition"
of each package. We define our terminology in this way: "Status"
refers to that which is given in the command status word of the real-time
run and tells simply that at the time of the run the particular packages
was on or off. "Condition" refers to one of four states: off, being
turned on, on, or being turned off. To determine the condition from the
information on the tape it was necessary to determine whether a particular
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real-time routine was run before or after the sending of commands
which could change the status of any meteoroid related package. This
was done by referring to the pass summaries and assigning a notation
by hand to each real-time run. If a run was prior to commands or
there were no commands it was called "A" in place of "RT" in the frame
leader. If it followed commands it was called "B". With this infor-
mation and the status from the command status word it was possible to
determine the appropriate condition for each package. The procedure
may be followed by reference to the generalized flow diagram in
Figure 5-1. The results were stored on a new tape in the data portions
of the relevant real-time frames.
5.2.2 Area Calculations
The areas for meteoroid detection actually refer to an area-solid
2 2
angle product. The resulting units are cm or m and actually refer
to the equivalent cross-sectional area of a sphere in an omnidirectional
flux of particles. For each real-time frame a set of six areas (defined
in the above manner) was calculated. These were areas for velocity,
top plane, and bottom plane fluxes on each meteoroid package calculated
individually for "good" sensors.
The term "good" refers to those sensors which are believed to be
capable of sensing the passage of a particle. The determination of
"good" sensors is not absolute and the uncertainties give one of the
largest errors involved in the measurements. All the information
available was used to make the assessment "good" or "bad". This infor-
mation included the shorts as measured from the column leakage currents
and those sensors showing excessive counts in the memory. Four counts
or greater in a particular sensor was selected as being excessive, since
a preliminary Poisson analysis indicated that a trivial number of sen-
sors with four counts or above should be observed.
The determination of the location of a shorted sensor was made in
the following rather complex manner. First all sensors which had four
104
Start
\Read first two RT records
\ from G-2 tape
Set initial conditions of first
RT record to OFF
\ Read RT(I+1)
~ f r o m G-2 tape
Calculate conditions of RT(I)
from statuses of RT(I) and,
RT(I-l) and conditions of
RT(I-l)
Calculate conditions of RT(I)
from conditions of RT(I-l)
Calculate conditions of RT(I) from statuses
of RT(I) and RT(I+1) and conditions of RT(I-l)
Write conditions of RT(I)7
on new G-2 tape j
no
yes
Calculate conditions of RT(I+1) from
statuses of RT(I+1) and RT(I)
.Write conditions of final
\RT record on-new G-2 tape
Fig. 5-1. Generalized Flow Diagram of Meteoroid Data Analysis
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\Write new G-2 tape data on disk /
Read RT record from new G-2 tape
\_
Calculate number of excessive counters in each
column of each plane from subsequent PB data recorded on disk
~ ~ ~ " ~
Calculate number of short sensors in each
column of each plane from leakage current data
Calculate number of "zero" shorts in each
column of each plane, and select their locations at random
I
Calculate solid angle areas for velocity
in each box and.flux on each plane
Write solid angle areas ;and arrays showing counts,
.excessive counts, and "zero" shorts on new G-2 tape/
no
yes
-T\ Read data record from new G-2 tape
Perform Poisson analysis for each
plane and calculate flux on each
plane from count data and Poisson
data
Accumulate box and box-memory on times
and velocity time area for each box and
time areas for flux on each plane
Fig. 5-1. Continued
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or more discharges for the entire life of the experiment were marked
at the beginning of the analyses by adding the number 100,000 to each
count. Sensors so marked were considered to be "bad" and their time-
area product was not accumulated. The number of shorted sensors in
each column was calculated from the leakage current of that column.
The shorts were then assigned to those sensors which had excessive
counts, the assumption being that these were likely broken sensors
which periodically pulsed due to movement of the film caused by solar
heating. If there were more shorts .on a given column than sensors
with excessive counts, a random selection routine was used to assign
the short to a sensor with zero counts. The assumption here is that
a sensor could have been broken and shorted at launch and, thus, would
never have counted. These are termed "zero shorts" and were marked
on the printout by replacing the zero with the number 1000. For the
case of less shorts than those with excessive counts, the excessive
counts were still called "bad". The computer printouts showing this
information for most of the RMS data dumps are given in Table 5-1.
In going through the entries in the table one may observe the accumu-
lation of data and the increase in the number of bad sensors as a
function of orbit number or time (GMT). A summary of the information
is given at the bottom of each page of the table. The term "hard
shorts" refers to the number of shorts obtained for the leakage
currents and "fast shorts" refers to the number of excessive counters
which are considered to be shorted as described in paragraph 5.1.2
above.
With the definitions of "gopd" and "bad" sensors as given above
we can describe the three types of areas which were calculated:
(a) Velocity Area - This refers to the total area-solid angle
(as defined above) which was available at the time of any
. real-time data dump to; accept velocity words. Since the
four standby storage words were used, this area was avail-
able for a reading any;time a meteoroid package was on.
The area was calculated individually for each "good" top
plane sensor and each "good" bottom plane sensor except for
those paths which were subtended by the wind shields at the
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TABLE 5-1. LISTINGS OF RMS MEMORY BUMPS OF METEOROID SENSOR DISCHARGES
OK8IT- NO.
ROW
15, S T A T I O N F T M Y R S , TYPE
0 1 2
B, GMT = 314
3
5 11 23 I 3467837 CENT ISFCONOS)
4 5 6 7











































































































































































































































































































































S T A T U S 1
CONDITION 2
MEMORY-BOX CONDITION I











BOX 1 30X 2
PLANF 1 PLANE 2 PLANF 1 PLANF 2
7 ? 15 Q
0 0 2 0
7 « a 26 4
F L U X A R E A U O - 3 CM»2 ) 31960 6567 27801 5250
MEMORY S T A T U S = 0, MEMORY CONDIT ION =
NOTES: ZERO SHORTS ARE MARKED BY 1000.
ADDED TO THE COUNTS.
EXCESSIVE COUNTERS ARE MARKED BY HAVING 100000
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TABLE 5-1. (CONTINUED)
O R 3 I T NO. 83., S T A T I O N O R O R A L , T Y P E A, GMT = 31.3 ?2 41 47 ( 4 9 3 3 0 2 2 9 CENT I S E C O N D S )
R O W 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7













































































































































































































































































































































































STATUS = 1, MEMORY CONDITION =
NOTES: ZERO SHORTS ARE MARKED BY 1000.
ADDED TO THE COUNTS.





98, S T A T I O N ORORAL , TYPE B, GMT = . 3 1 8 27. 44
0 1 2 3 4
FLUX COUNTS, 80X 1, PLANF 1





















































































































































































































































































































































































M E M O R Y S T A T U S = 1, MEMORY C O N D I T I O N =
NOTES: ZERO SHORTS ARE MARKED BY 1000.
ADDED TO THE COUNTS.
EXCESSIVE COUNTERS ARE MARKED BY HAVING 100000
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MEMORY' STATUS = 1, MEMORY CONDITION = 2
NOTES! ZERO SHORTS ARE MARKED BY 1000.
ADDED TO THE COUNTS.

















































































































































































































































































ARE A (10-3 CM*-2)






















































































































STATUS = 0. MEMORY CONDITION =
NOTES: ZERO SHORTS ARE MARKED BY 1000.
ADDED TO THE COUNTS.





































































































































































































































































































































































STATUS = 1, MEMORY CONDITION = 7.
NOTES: ZERO SHORTS ARE MARKED BY 1000.
ADDED TO THE COUNTS.
EXCESSIVE.COUNTERS ARE MARKED BY HAVING 100000
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TABLE 5-1. (CONTINUED)
n*SIT NO. 617, S T A T I O N S v T A . ^ n , T Y ? r n , OXT = 3 r,2
ROvJ 0 1 2 3
FLUX C O U N T S , SO.X 1, PL'

























































































































































































































































































































































































S T A T U S = 0, ;•*!-• C O N O I T I C N =
NOTES: ZERO SHORTS ARE MARKED BY 1000.
ADDED TO THE COUNTS.




































































































































































































































































































































































STATUS = o, MEMORY CONDITION = i
NOTES: ZERO SHORTS ARE MARKED BY 1000.
ADDEP TO THE COUNTS.
EXCESSIVE COUNTERS ARE MARKED BY HAVING 100000
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TABLE 5-1. (CONTINUED)
ORhUT NO. 1001, STATION MAHGAR, TYPE A, G^T = 12
2 3. 4
FLUX.COUNT.Si.BQX.lt PLANE 1





















































































































































































1 NO. -OF .2.EZQ.
.1. NO. .Of. .FAST.




























































































































































STATUS = 0, MEMORY CONDITION.= I
ZERO SHORTS ARE MARKED BY 1000.
ADDED TO THE COUNTS. .
EXCESSIVE COUNTERS ARE MARKED BY HAVING 100000
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TABLE 5-1. (CONTINUED)
GR3 IT NO. 1047, S T A T I O N A R O K A L , T Y P E B, GMT 14 ?.0 7 46 ( 575446035 CENT I SECONDS I
R O W 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7




















































































































































































































































































































































































«F"10HY S T A T U S = 0, MEM09Y C O N D I T I O N
NOTES: ZERO SHORTS ARE MARKED BY 1000.
ADDED TO THE COUNTS.
EXCESSIVE COUNTERS ARE MARKED BY HAVING 100000
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end of each meteoroid box. The area formula used was
7 ?
_ a cos 9
=
where a is the individual sensor area, 9 the angle between
the normal to the sensors and the ray through the centers
of the sensors and d is the distance between the centers.
The individual areas Av were then summed for each box and
at each real-time run the boxes were on.
(b) Top Plane Area - This ;ref ers to the total area-solid angle
viewed by each "good" sensor on the top planes of the
meteorfiid packages. The area At for each sensor individually
is .
A =a/4
less that area subtended by the wind shields. These were
calculated and summed qver all "good" sensors on each top
plane at each real-time run only when the boxes and the
memory were on together, since the counts were stored in
memory .
(c) Bottom Plane Area - This area-solid angle was calculated
for the combination of a "good" sensor on the bottom plane
and a "bad" sensor on the 'top plane. This criterion was
used, since the passage of a particle through a "good"
top sensor would have resulted in a velocity word. The
formula for the individual area A^ is the same as that used
for velocity area, i.e.:
2 2Q





where the top sensor used is "bad" and the bottom one is
"good". -
After the areas were calculated they were used to generate a new
;




For the final analysis the last tape was processed using the
previously determined conditions and the areas. The result was a
running accumulation of "on" times for the individual meteoroid .
packages and the combination box-memory "on" time. For each "on"
period the average area over that period was multiplied by the
time and summed at each real-time run. This information was used
in conjunction with the count information to determine the flux at
each memory dump.
* - , - - -
5.2.4 Poisson Analysis of Counts
A very superficial examination of the count data, which was
accumulated in the memory, showed that most of the counts resulted
from spurious breakdowns in the 'sensors. These most probably
occurred in sensors which had been damaged at launch and were per-
iodically shorting out, due to thermal stresses. A Binomial analysis
would have been exact for this problem but for simplicity a Poisson
);
analysis was used which introduced only a trivial uncertainty. The
expression for the probability P of a sensor's receiving x counts is
X
x
_ m -m /,
 NP = — r e (1)
x x!
where m is the mean number of counts per sensor. For our situation
m is equal to the total number of counts divided by the number of
"good" sensors (as defined above). A simple analysis was first made




Since the number of sensors N with x counts is given by
X
.we have
N = P N
x x g
or • . . •
N N
c.-
Using Eqs. (1) and (2) the values of N and C were calculated and
. . x
the effective fluxes were determined. An output of the form shown
in Table 5-2 was obtained. The top portion of the table shows the
time and time-area accumulation, for the real-time dumps and the
bottom portion gives a summary which was made at each memory dump.
The ease with which each data segment could be studied made it
possible to locate the remaining anomalies in the data. First, four
bad data accumulation periods were found. These all registered a
large number of counts in the first observation period immediately
after a particular box was turned on. This phenomenon is not unex-
pected and may result from a "shock" of the capacitors when the
voltage was first applied or may actually.be the "burn-out" resulting
from meteoroids which struck the capacitor while the voltage was off.
The time-area was not accumulated during these four periods and the
counts were deleted.
... The second type of anomaly became evident when the Poisson dis-
tribution was compared to the count distribution. This may be seen
in Table 5-2. It is seen in all but one instance that the number of
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the Poisson analysis predicted. In other words the probability of
a second and third discharge in a sensor is much larger than would
be expected from real meteoroid events. The impliciation is that
the sensor is damaged by a meteoroid and the probability is high that
the sensor will spontaneously breakdown at a later time. To eliminate
the error caused by these discharges it was necessary to use a slightly
different relationship which is based on the following supposition:
the.total number of sensors with one, two, and three counts is known
accurately; however, the distribution of counts in these sensors has
been modified by the spurious breakdowns. We may obtain an expression
using this information from Eq. (1) by summing the probabilities of
•obtaining one, two, and three counts and dividing by the probability
of obtaining zero counts. The results are as follows:







Nl + N2 + N3
-
 m
Using the solution for a cubic equation m was determined for each
memory dump and the solution was found for C and the Poisson distri-
bution was calculated and compared with the count data. The results
of this analysis are given at various points in the mission in
Table 5-3. This table gives a nearly complete history of the time-
area and data accumulation during the entire RMS mission.
*
5.2.5 Flux Calculation .
The last calculation made was to compute the flux at the time of
122
TABLE 5-3. PRINTOUTS OF TIME-AREA ACCUMULATIONS, POISSON ANALYSES,
AND OTHER RELEVANT INFORMATION AS INDICATED IN THE TABLE
ORB. GMT
NO. DAY HK MM. TYPE BOX
3 313 11 37. .A 1
2
12 314 1 19 ~ B 1
2
13 314 1 54 A 1
2
14 314 3 34 , A 1
2
15 314 511 B , 1
2
17 314 8 26 A 1
2
18 314 10 5 A I
2
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TIME TM Cn.NO. T I ME ON
0 OFF 0
0 OFF 0
0 OFF ' 0
o O^F o
0 OFF - . - 0
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0 OFF 0
0 OFF ' 0


















































PLANF 1 PLANE 2
(C-U2 SEC) (CM+2 SEC)
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0.0 0.0


























































(CM*2 SEC) PI ;P2
0.0 ' '• ' 0 - ' 0
0 . 0 0 0
o.o • .•:•. o •: o
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0.0 ' 0 0
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NO. DAY HR MN TYPE BOX
88 318 22 41 A 1
2
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(CM*2 SEC) P.I P2
0.3107E 07 1 0




















POISSON 60.00 -0.00 0.00-0.00 -0.00 0.0 0.0
ORB. G'1T 30X
NO. OAY HR MN TYPE BOX CONO.
88 318 22 44
90 319 0 57
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56 0.21.7 DATA 46
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ICM+2 SEC» PI P2
0.3109E 07 1 0
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TABLE 5-3. ( C O N T I N U E D )
I1RB. GMT
NO. DAY MR MN
93 319 5 51
94 319 7 32




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NO. DAY HR MN
279 331 5 31
305 331 5 32
308 332 20 34
332 334 14 51
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each memory dump. Both the data counts from the sensors with one,
two, and three counts and the Ppisson values were used. The calcula-
tions were made separately for each plane of each box. The values of
flux were computed for each satellite memory dump and for each meteoroid
sensor plane individually. These are shown in Table 5-3.
In addition, a value of flux was obtained from the velocity time-
area accumulation. Two velocity words were recorded during the
mission as discussed in Ref. l.£ The total accumulated time-area for
7 2both meteoroid packages was 3.91x10 ' cm sec. This gives a flux of
_o 2
5.1x10 particles per cm seep calculated as an omnidirectional flux.
Using the data from the analysis shown in Table 5-3, it was possible
to plot the occurrence of meteoroid counts which were obtained from
the Poisson analysis as a function of accumulated time-area. The re-
sulting plots are shown for all 7four detector planes, as well as for
the velocity counts, in Figure 5-2. The slope of the resulting curves
should correspond to the meteoroid flux.
The accumulated data from Bpx 1 was too low to be useful. The
slopes obtained from the velocity counts and the top plane of Box 1
are in reasonable agreement. The data accumulated on the bottom
plane of Box 1 has, however, a curious anomaly. The data rises very
smoothly during the first half of the accumulated time-area and then
shows no additional counts for the last half. This strongly suggests
that the sensor discharges did not result from meteoroid impacts, but
instead from spurious discharges.
5,3 Evaluation of Sensor Reliabilities
Since the primary objective of the RMS meteoroid experiment was
to gather information on the effects of the launch and space environ-
ment on the meteoroid sensors, a relatively extensive analysis was
conducted in which failures were correlated with sensor type and
location at different times during the mission. The sensor types and
their respective locations on the experiment packages are given in
Table 5~4. The details of the construction and composition of each
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sensor type are given in Ref. 1. The materials and their respective
thicknesses are summarized here in Table 5-4, The thickness in
angstrom units follows the name of the material making up each layer
2
and the total sensor thickness is given in both angstroms and pgm/cm
in the last column.
The information contained in Tables 5-1, 5-3, and 5-4 were com-
bined in an attempt to determine.if environment, time, or sensor
location correlations did exist. These results are summarized in
Table 5-5.
»
Most of the items in the table are self-explanatory; however, a
brief discussion of some of the, entries will avoid confusion. The
"total counts exclusive of sucessive counters" refers to all counts
obtained in the first analysis as discussed in paragraph 5.1.4 above.
Several of these counts were found to occur immediately following the
time which a box was turned on. These and their associated time-area
products were removed from the data. The remaining counts are referred
to as "possible meteoroid counts" in Table 5-5. The counts for the
"totals" column for the top plane of Box 2 are different from those
shown in Table 5-3, since the controls were not excluded from the
analysis. The values have been corrected for Table 5-5.
A number of rather striking, (but not too surprising) correlations
are apparent in Table 5-5: \
(a) Fewer bottom plane sensors were lost during launch than
those on the top planes.
(b) The failure rate during the orbital lifetime was greater
on the top planes than on the bottom, irrespective of
sensor type.
(c) More excessive counters occurred on the top planes than
on the bottom planes.
(d) No significant differences were noted in the number of
sensor shorts with respect to sensor type.
(e) No significant differences were noted in the number of





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































: A number of plots were made from the data in Tables 5-1, 5-3,
and 5-5 in an attempt to correlate the loss of sensors with the
mission environments. These are shown in Figure 5-3. The parameters
associated with sensor loss are the occurrences of shorts and the
instances of the occurrence of the first count in a sensor which be-
came an excessive counter. These data were taken from the complete
set of data of which Figure 5-1 is a portion. These parameters were
plotted individually for each sensor plane as a function of time in
orbit. Also shown are the meteoroid box "on", "off" periods. The
most striking feature in Figure 5-3 is the contrast in the rate of
events (especially on the top planes) before and after the motion of
the satellite changed from a spin with precession into an end-over-
end tumble.
These correlations suggest that the major cause of sensor failure
was the rapid thermal stressing of the thin films due to the rotation
of the satellite while it was in sunlight. As can be seen in Figure
5-3, several sensors were shorted when the first observations were
made, which indicates they were broken by the lanuch environment. It
is believed that others were also broken at launch and that the rapid
thermal stressing of the sunlight caused these to short repeatedly and
thereby produced the high occurrence of sensor discharges during the
time when the satellite was rapidly rotating.
The abrupt increase of seven shorted sensors on the top plane of
Box 1, seen in Figure 5-3 at a time in orbit of 45 days, is discussed
in the Ref. 1 and is attributed to the dust particles. These were
not recorded as flux counts, since, unfortunately, the satellite
memory was off during that time period.
In summary it was known that the aerodynamic effects of the upper
atmosphere would be present at the time of the Scout heat shield
ejection. To remain within the guidelines of the OFO launch and
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a higher altitude. Wind shields were installed in front of the
meteoroid boxes, as discussed in Ref. 1; however, either the aero-
dynamic flow by the wind shields or the shock at the time of the
ejection was apparently responsible for the breakage of some of the.
top plane sensors. This is evidenced by the shorts recorded in the
first real-time run which was taken in Orbit 15 as shown in Table 5-5.
Test data was obtained at Goddard Space Flight Center (Ref. 7)
which indicated that the sensors could survive the temperature
cycling if they were undamaged.- This suggests that the sensors
lost were primarily those damaged during launch. The data indicates
that the sensors will survive long duration space missions if they
are protected to higher altitudes at launch.
5.4 Conclusions
Based on the results of the RMS meteoroid experiments, the thin-
film meteoroid sensors have been shown to yield reliable results .for
velocity-flux measurements; however, their usefulness as simple flux
impact detectors is questionable. No actual interpretation of the
data or comparisons to existing models was to be a part of this study,
but a few brief associations can be made. The threshold for detection
of the particles of the velocity measured by RMS (approximately 3 km/
-12
sec) is approximately 10 grams for velocity and bottom plane flux
-14
and approximately 10 grams for top plane flux. These values are
discussed in Ref. 1 and were obtained by Van de Graaff measurements.
-12
The accepted flux for 10 gram particles according to Ref. 8 is
-5 '2
approximately 4x10 particles/m sec at one astronomical unit. This
is to be compared with the RMS velocity-flux of 5.1x10 particles/
2 -2
m sec and the unrealiable Box 1, bottom plane flux of 2.4x10
2
particles/m sec. As discussed earlier,the bulk of the counts on the
bottom plane of Box 1 are considered to be reliable, is nearly an
order of magnitude above the expected value.
The flux value obtained from the top plane of Box 2 seems rather
reliable, especially when one considers the plot in Figure 5-2. The
136
-2 2flux is 2.4x10 particles/m sec.
-14
The curve in Ref. 8 must be extrapolated to the 10 gram thres-
hold of the sensors on the top plane. This extrapolated flux value
-4 2is approximately 10 particles/m sec. The resulting difference at
-12 . -1410 grams is a factor of 12 while that at 10 grams is 240. The
velocity-flux error could result from simple statistical uncertainties,
in that only two counts were recorded; however, the top plane flux
number is based on 20 counts which is statistically significatn; thus,
if the extrapolated value from Ref. 8 is in disagreement with the RMS
data.
In support of the RMS data, the results of a recent investigation
given in a report by Hemmingway et. al (Ref. 9) entitled "Stardust"
predicts a high flux of particles from noctlucent cloud studies. The
findings in this report are in general agreement with RMS data. The
origina of the particles is considered to be the sun and the distribu-
tion over the earth suggests that the particles are charged and con-
trolled by the geomagnetic field. A very brief analysis indicates the
particles would be given an easterly velocity due to their positive
charge which could also explain .the low velocities measured in RMS.
These results are, of course, very tentative, but they suggest that a
more detailed correlation would be of value.
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VI. 'EVALUATION OF MISSION SUCCESS , •• . .
An actual evaluation in terms of the percent success of a mission
is virturally impossible. However, one may list the objectives and re-
late these to the resulting accomplishments and features associated
with the mission. Then the reader may easily draw his own conclusions.
This approach is taken here. ,
6.1 Meteoroid Experiment
Even though the satellite apparently sustained damage during
launch-, the meteoroid experiment: functioned properly. Its primary and
secondary objectives (to evaluate thin-film meteoroid sensors and measure
meteoroid flux and velocity) were fulfilled. Due to a cell failure in
the battery pack, the total time-area accumulations were less than anti-
cipated; however, the objectives were met and the experiment was a full
success.
6.2 Radiation Experiment ;
The malfunctions of the radiation experiment have been attributed
to the launch anomaly. This is by no means a proven fact, but the
evidence is rather strong. A portion of each objective was accomplished;
however, the full intents were not met.
The primary objective of the radiation experiment which was discussed
in Ref. 1, was basically to determine the feasibility and accuracy of the
spectrum to dose conversion concept and, thus, establish its usefulness
in space missions. The proton data at high energies were in error and
the unshielded ionization chamber malfunctioned. The failures prevented
a direct comparison of the two dose measuring technqiues. The accuracy
of the spectrum-to-dose conversion concept had been shown earlier,
Ref. 4. The more important aspect of this objective was, thus, demon-
strated: the design, construction, and operation of a system which could
perform the dose conversion function in the space environment.
With respect to the secondary objective, that of obtaining data for
138
spectral and dose maps, most of the desired data were obtained. How-
ever, the very important high energy proton data was lost. An assess-
ment of the value of the experiment must consider the valuable electron
spectra which shows clearly the remaining effects of the high altitude
nuclear test in 1962 called "Starfish". Also the low energy proton
data offers a valuable comparison to the AP6 Vette model.
The information is, thus, presented in a manner which will enable
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